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*e study focused on the application value of classification algorithms in processing CT images of acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS) and aimed to analyze the pathogenic factors of ARDS. A total of 60 ARDS patients in hospital were selected, and they were
divided into ARDS group (38 cases) and non-ARDS group (22 cases) as per diagnostic criteria. *ere was no significant difference in
general data between the two groups (P> 0.05).*e FWAC algorithm was introduced into CT imaging to classify the image data more
accurately. *e two groups were compared for the left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), oxygenation index PaO2/FiO2 (P/F), Acute
Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE II) scores, pH, and PaO2.*e results showed that the PaO2, P/F, and APACHE II
scores of the two groups were not statistically significant (P> 0.05).*e P/F of the ARDS group was 136.12, and that of the non-ARDS
group was 143.04; the APACHE II score of the ARDS group was 40.1, and that of the non-ARDS group was 62.3, showing no significant
difference (P> 0.05); the LVEF of the ARDS group was 58.14, and that of the non-ARDS group was 46.26, showing statistically
significant differences (P> 0.05). When the minimum support was 0.3 and the minimum confidence was 0.5, the value of Recurrence
was 0.7082 and the value of Diagnosis was 0.968. *e rules generated by the FWAC algorithm can accurately predict the category and
were consistent with the expected results.*e accuracy of this algorithmwas as high as 98.7%, which was significantly higher than that of
the conventional CT imaging (88.4%). *e rules generated by FWAC were more accurate, assisting doctors in the prevention and
diagnosis of ARDS disease. Premature delivery and asphyxia are high-risk factors of ARDS. In conclusion, the FWAC algorithm has a
good classification ability of the CT images of ARDS and demonstrates high accuracy.

1. Introduction

*e acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is a
common type of acute respiratory failure arising from
damage to the alveoli and capillary membranes and in-
creased capillary permeability, and the fatality rate of ARDS
is as high as 40%–70% [1]. *e common primary diseases of
ARDS include sepsis, pneumonia, and severe trauma. As for
the pathological basis of this disease, many kinds of in-
flammatory cells mediate inflammatory reactions in the
lungs and will lead to type II alveolar epithelial cell injury,
when the inflammation is out of control and then pulmonary
microvascular permeability will increase, leading to pul-
monary interstitial edema [2]. ARDS is a pulmonary

vascular tissue disorder. For patients suffering from ARDS,
the water content of the lung increases and the compliance
decreases, which eventually leads to respiratory distress and
hypoxemia. *e annual mortality rate of ARDS is gradually
increasing, and severe trauma and pneumonia will cause
respiratory distress. Hence, the research on risk factors
related to ARDS and its epidemiology is important [3].
ARDS has complex pathogenesis, acute onset, and rapid
progression and is difficult to treat. Furthermore, it has poor
prognosis and highmortality.*e effect of drugs on ARDS is
not ideal, and the key to treating ARDS is usually early
diagnosis and treatment [4].

Computed tomography (CT) is an important basis for
the diagnosis of lung imaging [5]. Pulmonary vascular CT
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imaging can reconstruct three-dimensional images. As a
diagnostic method of ARDS, CT can clearly show the pul-
monary blood vessels. Multislice spiral CT optimizes the
image acquisition and analysis technology [6, 7]. CT imaging
technology has been widely used in medical, industrial, and
other fields. In the actual CT scanning process, due to the
limited size of the detector or the large size of the object, the
projection data on the detector is truncated and the
reconstructed CT image can only reflect part of the object
information. *e high-resolution CT image can show the
changes in the lungs [8]. Research results show that high-
resolution CT can detect some characteristic changes in
septic lung segments and subpulmonary embolism, such as
“wedge-shaped shadow” and “connected vascular shadow”
[9]. *e CT vascular perfusion imaging can quantitatively
analyze the blood perfusion of the local tissue, which can
reflect the changes in physiological functions in time. With
the continuous development of microelectronics and
computer technology, CT is also constantly updated and
improved. Incorporating classification algorithms into CT
imaging provides a new method to accurately diagnose and
classify diseases.

*e use of high-tech medical equipment has increased
the amount of medical data, and extracting valuable data
from complex medical data can provide an effective refer-
ence for the analysis of disease risk factors [10]. Currently,
the classification algorithms include traditional random
forests, neural networks, and support vectors. *ey have
classification accuracy, but it is not easy to find character-
istics that affect the disease. *e association classification
algorithm can dig out the effective features related to the
disease, and most of the association classification counting
algorithms applies association rules in the classification to
strengthen the classification and the weighted association
classification algorithm generates more accurate rules for the
characteristics of harmonic mean. *e association classifi-
cation algorithm can register the corresponding category
information in each node and directly mine the class as-
sociation rules with minimum support and minimum
confidence. When scanning the database, there is no need to
repeat the established conditions, which reduces the
memory consumption and effectively improves the opera-
tion efficiency. *e essence of classical association classifi-
cation algorithm is to adopt confidence degree, support
degree, and rule item so that it can consider both confidence
degree and support degree comprehensively [11]. In this
study, an association classification algorithm was used and
pruned by statistical measurement technology to obtain
more accurate association rules and improve the accuracy of
the association classifier. It was trained using the ARDS
disease data set in the machine learning database, to obtain
more accurate treatment and diagnosis results, expected to
provide a reference for the treatment of ARDS.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Characteristics of Medical Data. Medical data are gen-
erated when a patient is diagnosed and treated in hospital.
*e information of patients, such as image data, medical

orders, and prescription information, is special and diverse,
and there is a large amount of imaging data obtained
through CT and color Doppler ultrasound.

Data mining is a technology that extracts knowledge or
patterns from data so that some hidden potential infor-
mation is mined. Using relevant algorithms to obtain disease
information frommassive medical data can assist physicians
in diagnosis and treatment.*e steps of medical data mining
are shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Steps of Association Classification Algorithm.
Compared with the neural network algorithm, the association
classification algorithm has good classification accuracy, can
generatemore understandable rules, and can also find rare rules.
*e association classification algorithm mainly includes three
stages: the generation of the classification rules, the construction
of the rules, and the prediction.*e specific flow chart is shown
in Figure 2. In the first step, frequent item sets can be generated
according to related algorithms such as FP-Growth and Eclat
and then based on the minimum confidence threshold and
minimum support, the rules are pruned, including χ2 tests,
database coverage, and classification prediction.

2.3. Association Classification Algorithm. Association clas-
sification mainly uses association mining algorithms to
classify data sets according to frequent rules, construct
classifiers according to classification association rules, and
finally predict a new data set classification. Association rule
technology is mainly used to discover and classify the as-
sociations between various attributes in the database and
then predict the category labels.

Suppose there is a data set of M and the training objects
are abcde of attribute 1 (B1), attribute 2 (B2), attribute 3
(B3)...; in this problem, the association rules apply to the
classification process. If Bt1⟶D1 belongs to a rule, thenD1
is a class attribute. (Bt1, Bt2, Bt3, ..., Btn) indicates that the
training set M has N different attributes, and D indicates a
list of categories. Attributes include classification attributes
and continuous attributes. Continuous attributes need to be
discretized using a certain discretization method, and the
categorical attributes are assigned a set of positive integers
corresponding to the categorical attribute values one to one.
*e training object in M can be described as a combination
of attribute Di and Bt1.

IfDi represents a class label, an itemset rule f [itemset,Di]
and the training object b [(B1, v1) (B2, v1), Di] have itemset
rules.*en, for b [(B1, v1) (B2, v1)], actoccr� 3.*e number
of rows matching rule f inM is the supporting technology of
project rule f, f ∈Di, and then, the support counting equation
is as follows:

suppcount � f∪Di. (1)

If the item set rule f≥ the minimum support threshold,
then there is

suppcount(f)

|M|)≥min supp
. (2)
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|M| represents the number of instances in M, and then,
the support is calculated as follows:

support �
suppcount(f)

|M|
. (3)

If the number of training objects in the data set is equal
to 5, the suppcount of the itemset rule [(B1, v1) (B2, v1), Di]
is equal to 2. According to the support equation, we will
obtain the following equation:

support �
2
5

� 0.4. (4)

In the case of the itemset rule f≥ the minimum confi-
dence threshold, that is,

suppcount(f)

actoccr(f))≥min conf
, (5)

then the confidence level is expressed as follows:

confidence �
suppcount(f)

actoccr(f)
. (6)

For the itemset [(B1, v1) (B2, v1), Di], there is

suppcount � 2,

actoccr � 3.
(7)

*en, there is

confidence �
2
3
. (8)

*e classification association rule means that there is a
set of frequent rules whose confidence is greater than or
equal to the specified minimum confidence threshold. A
frequent itemset rule can be regarded as the itemset rule f
that meets the minimum support threshold.

Association classification algorithms have high accuracy.
In the field of data mining, researchers can use classification
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Figure 1: Data mining flow chart.
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Figure 2: Flow chart of the associated classification algorithm.
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algorithms to find cases of rare diseases. Traditional clas-
sification algorithms directly filter out rare cases, and as a
result, these rules cannot be mined. *e association classi-
fication algorithm can overcome these shortcomings and
generate more understandable rules.

2.4. Weighted Association Classification Algorithm. *e as-
sociation classification algorithm generates association rules.
On this basis, a feature weighted association classification
(FWAC) algorithm based on statistical harmonic average is
used. *e algorithm uses a weighted model instead of tra-
ditional association rules to mine the confidence structure.
Figure 3 shows the three stages of FWAC, which are rule
generation, rule construction, and data prediction. *e
generation of rules applies to the training set and the
minimum support; the rule pruning is the construction of
the minimum confidence; finally, a test set of predictions is
obtained.

As for the process of rule generation, first, the training
set (minimum support, N) is generated, Y’�Ψ and K� 1,
while (Yk− 1�Ψ); Yk is the generated candidate k-item set f:

support(f) �
suppcount(f)

n
,

weight(f) �
weight(item) + · · · + weight(item)

k
,

weight support(f) � weight(f) × support(f).

(9)

If weighted support (f )≥minimum support, Y′�Y′+ f. If
not, return to Y′.

2.5. General Information. *e patients complaining of
dyspnea admitted to hospital from January 2018 to June 2019
were selected as research subjects. All patients had the lung
CT examination and chest X-ray examination within 24
hours after admission. Inclusion criteria were as follows: (I)
patients without acute viral or bacterial infection; (II) pa-
tients having risk factors for ARDS: pneumonia, foreign
body inhalation, extensive trauma, extrapulmonary sepsis;
(III) patients with no immune system disease and no in-
fectious disease; and (IV) patients with new respiratory
symptoms or aggravation of existing respiratory symptoms
within 7 days, shortness of breath, intractable and pro-
gressive hypoxemia, groaning, and nasal agitation. Exclusion
criteria were as follows: (I) people with incomplete clinical
data; (II) people who did not voluntarily participate in this
research; (III) people with heart, liver, and kidney dys-
function; and (IV) people not cooperating in the CT ex-
amination. *e difference was not statistically significant in
the general data of patients (P> 0.05), and the general in-
formation was comparable.*is study had been approved by
the ethics committee of the hospital.

*e gold standard for the diagnosis of ARDS: (I) children
with related lung diseases during the perinatal period were
excluded; (II) patients with symptoms of hypoxemia and
changes in lung X-rays within 7 days; (III) patients with

respiratory failure not arising from cardiac failure or ex-
cessive fluid overload; (IV) patients with pulmonary solid
lesions consistent with the exudative changes in lung im-
aging; (V) during invasive mechanical ventilation,
5≤OSI< 7.5 or 4≤OI≤ 8 was diagnosed as mild ARDS,
8≤OSI< 16 or 7.5≤OI≤ 12.3 was diagnosed as moderate
ARDS, and OI≥ 16 or OSI≥ 12.3 was diagnosed as severe
ARDS; and (VI) during noninvasive mechanical ventilation,
under CPAP≥ 5 cm H2O or full-face mask positive pressure
ventilation, P/F≤ 300.

2.6. CT Scan. In this study, patients were examined with
Siemens Somatom definition DSCT (Germany). Before the
scan, the examination procedure was explained in detail to
the patient. *e patient was in the supine position, and the
second generation of Siemens was used for scanning. Tube
current parameters were adjusted according to the weight,
the machine automatically gave pitch, and the periodic
exposure was fully automatic. 120 or 140KV was for body
mass> 90 kg, 100 or 120KV was for 60 kg< body
mass≤ 90 kg, and 80 or 100KV was for body mass≤ 60 kg.
At 165mA or 140mA, the rotation speed was 0.28 s/circle
and the collimation was 64× 0.6mm; that is, each circle was
38.4mm in length and the time resolution was 75ms. To use
the ECG-gated spiral scanning technology, the layer
thickness was set to 0.6mm, the layer distance was 0.75mm,
and the flow rate was 0.12mL/s/kg using the MEDRED
double-barrel high-pressure syringe. It was injected through
the veins of the lower limbs, and the injection time was 20
seconds. *e normal saline was injected at the same flow
rate, and the maintenance time was 10 seconds. *e scan-
ning range was accurately located. *e CT images of the best
time sequence were selected and sent to the workstation
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Figure 3: *e FWAC algorithm.
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Syngo via VB10 B for image processing. All the images were
evaluated by three chief physicians with more than 5 years of
experience in the CT room using the double-blind method.
When the opinions were inconsistent, the reconstructed
images were evaluated again until the opinions were
consistent.

2.7. Observation Indicators. *e normal range of left ven-
tricular ejection fraction (LVEF) is 50%–70%, and a mild
reduction means that LVEF is 40%–50%; moderate reduc-
tion means that the LVEF is between 30% and 40%; and
moderate reduction means LVEF <30%.

PaO2/FiO2 (P/F) is the oxygenation index, namely, the
ratio of the arterial blood oxygen partial pressure to the
inhaled oxygen concentration. Normally, it is between 400
and 500mmHg. *e oxygenation index is used clinically to
reflect the oxygenation status of the body. *e oxygenation
index <300mmHg indicates the lung respiratory function
obstacle.

*e Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation
(APACHE II) is a comprehensive method to evaluate the
severity of a patient’s condition and predict the prognosis. It
mainly includes three parts, acute physiology score, age
score, and chronic health score. It is mainly used to classify
and predict the prognosis of the patient’s condition and to
make a quantitative evaluation of the patient’s condition.

2.8. Statistical Analysis. All data were processed using
SPASS 21.0. *e measurement data were expressed as x± s,
and the T-test was used.*e count data were expressed as (n,
%), and P> 0.05 indicated that there was a statistical dif-
ference. *e factor analysis adopted multiple stepwise re-
gression analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of General Information. Figure 4 shows the
general data of the patients. *e ARDS group (38) had 23
males and 10 females. In the non-ARDS group (22 cases),
there were 10 males and 12 females. In the ARDS group,
there were 7 cases of severe pneumonia, 9 cases of aspiration
pneumonia, 6 cases of sepsis, and 4 cases of chronic lung
disease. In the non-ARDS group, there were 5 cases of severe
pneumonia, 6 cases of aspiration pneumonia, 4 cases of
sepsis, and 3 cases of chronic lung disease. *ere was no
statistical difference between the two groups of patients
(P> 0.05).

3.2. Accuracy Comparison of Classification Algorithms.
Figure 5 shows the CT images of the lung. Multiple filling
defects can be seen in the main pulmonary artery and both
inferior pulmonary artery branches. Figure 5(a) shows
multiple filling defects in the right pulmonary artery, and a
grade 3/6 systolic blowing murmur can be heard in the
pulmonary artery area, which was not conducted to the apex
of the heart. Figure 5(b) shows multiple filling defects in the
left pulmonary artery. It was lobulated, projecting toward

the proximal pulmonary artery like a bullet; it can almost be
seen that it occupied the entire lumen and extended down to
the sub-segment of the pulmonary artery, and the wall was
not smooth. Figure 5(c) shows the density of ground glass
under the oblique fissure of the middle lobe of the lung, and
the subpleural exudative lesions of the lower lobe of the lung.
In Figure 5(d), it was noted that one or both sides of the lung
were spotted and fuzzy, that the lung texture was thickened,
and that the edge of the consolidation shadowwas blurred by
the pleural shadow. *e blue box in the figure marked the
location of the lesion.

*en, the conventional CT and the association classifi-
cation algorithm-based CTwere compared for accuracy and
the results are shown in Figure 6. *e accuracy of con-
ventional CTwas 88.4%, and the accuracy of the association
classification algorithm-based CT was 98.7%. *e accuracy
of the association classification algorithm-based CT was
significantly higher than that of the conventional CT
(P> 0.05).

3.3. Running Results of the FWAC Algorithm. *e data set of
ARDS patients was used to verify the performance of the
FWAC algorithm, three different minimum support degrees
were selected, and the minimum confidence degrees were all
0.5. As shown in Figure 7, when theminimum support was 0.2
and the minimum confidence was 0.5, the value of Recurrence
was 0.7361 and the value of Diagnosis was 0.964; when the
minimum support was 0.1 and the minimum confidence was
0.5, the value of Recurrence was 0.6972 and the value of
Diagnosis was 0.971; when the minimum support was 0.3 and
the minimum confidence was 0.5, the value of Recurrence was
0.7082 and the value of Diagnosis was 0.968. *e rules gen-
erated by the FWAC algorithm can accurately predict the
category and were consistent with the expected results.

3.4. Comparison of Measurement Data. Figure 8(a) shows
that the P/F in the two groups was not statistically different
(P> 0.05) but the difference in LVEF between the two
groups was statistically significant (P< 0.05). Figure 8(b)
shows the pH and PaO2 of the two groups, and there was no
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Figure 4: General information of the two groups of patients.
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significant difference between the two groups in pH and
PaO2 (P> 0.05).

3.5. Comparison of APACHE II Scores between the Two
Groups. Figure 9 shows the APACHE II scores of the two
groups. It was noted that the APACHE II score in the ARDS
group was lower than that in the non-ARDS group and the
difference was statistically significant (P< 0.05).

3.6. ARDS-Related Factor Analysis. *e logistic regression
method was used to analyze the high-risk factors of pre-
mature birth, cesarean section, amniotic fluid aspiration,

and asphyxia. *e results showed that these factors were the
risk factors of ARDS, as shown in Figure 10.

4. Discussion

Studies have shown that external infection and shock are
common causes of ARDS [12, 13]. *e pathogenesis of
ARDS is not very clear, but clinical studies have shown that it
is caused by lung and capillary injury. Lung damage, such as
direct inhalation of venom, can cause systemic

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: CTimages. (a)Multiple filling defects in the right pulmonary artery; (b) multiple filling defects in the left pulmonary artery; (c) density
of ground glass under the oblique fissure and subpleural exudative lesions; (d) spotted and fuzzy lung with thickened texture and blurred
consolidation shadow.
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inflammation, which increases the risk of ARDS [14, 15].*e
most direct cause of ARDS is the migration and accumu-
lation of inflammatory cells. *e trauma and infection arise
from the accumulation of endotoxin lipopolysaccharide in
the capillaries of the lungs, causing acute respiratory diseases
[16, 17]. Luyt et al. [18] stated in the article that one of the
main complications of ARDS patients is pulmonary infec-
tion. In addition to traditional factors, pulmonary immune

defense and imbalance of the microbiota are also pathogenic
factors in ARDS patients. Matthay et al. [19] believed that
ARDS is heterogeneous in clinical risk factors, lung injury
physiology, microbiology, and biology and that identifying
the phenotype of ARDS can strengthen the therapeutic
effects. In this study, it was found that premature delivery,
cesarean section, amniotic fluid aspiration, and asphyxia are
the high-risk factors of ARDS.
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Figure 8: (a) Comparison of LVEF and P/F. (∗*e difference was statistically significant). (b) Comparison of pH and PaO2. (∗*e difference
was statistically significant).
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Many algorithms are incorporated into CT imaging,
such as deep learning, neural networks, and iterative re-
construction algorithms. *ey not only increase the scan-
ning speed but also shorten the time of one rotation to 0.5 s.
At the same time, multilayer images can be obtained. Be-
cause it is a fast volume scan, uninterrupted data collection
can be performed on a large area of the body in a short time
and the information obtained can also be increased [20].*e
processed image has higher quality. *e virtual endoscopy
can improve the detection rate of small lesions and mucosal
lesions. Introducing algorithms into CT imaging can ef-
fectively improve image quality. To maximize the quality of
the image, algorithms and various noise reduction tech-
niques are used to smooth the image. Hadia et al. [21] used
the association classification algorithm to classify images,
and confidence and support were used as evaluation criteria.
It was found that the algorithm had good classification
accuracy. In this study, the FWAC algorithm was used to
process the CT images, in order to assist physicians in
predicting ARDS. *e results showed that the accuracy was
98.7%, which was significantly higher than that of the
conventional CT imaging (P< 0.05).

5. Conclusion

To explore pathogenic factors of ARDS, in this study, the
FWAC algorithm was used to process CT images.*e results
showed that the accuracy of the algorithm was as high as
98.7%. CT can reflect the severity of ARDS to a certain
extent. CT imaging based on classification association al-
gorithm is a reliable diagnostic method to ensure image
quality and accurate diagnosis. *e rules generated by
FWAC were more accurate, assisting doctors in the pre-
vention and diagnosis of ARDS disease. It was concluded
that premature delivery and asphyxia are all high-risk factors
of ARDS. However, some limitations in the study should be
noted. *e sample size is small, which will reduce the power
of the study. In the follow-up study, expanded sample size is
necessary to strengthen the findings of the study.

Data Availability

*e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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